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Entrance (with 
canopy overhead)

Exhibition area

WC

Shop

Library/
seating 

area

Large, circular block (like a 
Broch) containing the desk, 
toilets and storage. Ceiling 
space overhead to provide 

additional storage

Large area of roof glazing to 
include ‘building-integrated 
photovoltaics’ - solar panels 
that provide shading, reduce 
the risk of overheating, 
control daylighting and 
generate electricity for the 
building

Overhanging eaves 
removed to reinstate original 
detailing of the Smiddy and 
make it look less ‘domestic’. 
(We’ll also explore the 
possibility of removing the 
cement render and exposing 
the stone)

Exhibition area extends 
into this part of the building 
to provide more space for 
displays

Existing building insulated, 
draughtproofed and fitted 
with new windows, doors 
and energy efficient lighting

Original cartwheel former 
from the Smiddy could be 
embedded into the floor 
of the extension to help 
orientate visitors

Original handcart from the 
Station positioned outside 

the entrance to display fruit, 
vegetables and other goods 

on sale

Canopy over entrance to provide 
shelter. When the building 
is closed blinds containing 

information about the local area 
are pulled over the shop window 

and the large timber and steel 
entrance doors are closed.

When the building is open 
the blinds are rolled up so shop 

goods are on display, and the 
large doors are fixed open (see 

image 1 at bottom).

Slatted cladding over 
the window in  the 

corner to give a sense 
of looking out of a ‘hide’ 
towards the Rhu Road

The new stone wall 
could include tanks 

for displaying objects 
found on the shore or 

on other walks

Stove

Glazed roof 
(shown dotted)

Timber and 
steel secure 

gates

New doorway 
to exhibition 

area

Existing door-
way changed 

to window

Flagstone paving 
running through 

building
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Room with a View

Store
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View towards the Land, Sea & Islands Centre from the Smiddy flats (west)

View towards the Land, Sea & Islands Centre from Seaview (north)

View towards the Land, Sea & Islands Centre from up the road (north-east)

View towards the Land, Sea & Islands Centre from the Rhu road (south-east)

View towards the Land, Sea & Islands Centre from the sea-shore path (south)

1. View towards entrance when the building is 
open: blinds up in shop window and large entrance 
gates fixed open.

2. View from inside the extended exhibition area 
towards the desk and beyond to the seating area 
and terrace.

3. View from the shop towards the desk. Note the 
large Broch-like structure separating the shop from 
the seating area, which houses storage and toilets. 
Shop open to the roof for sense of space.

4. View back towards the entrance. We will explore 
the possibility of removing the cement render and 
exposing the stonework of the original Smiddy.

5. View from beside the desk towards the seating 
area and terrace outside. The corner bench and 
slatted cladding over the window create a sense of 
protection.

6. View from the seating area/library towards 
Millburn. Flexible soft stools can be used where 
needed or arranged to form layout space for maps, 
drawings etc. Stove provides warmth.

7. View towards the south end of the extended 
building, showing similarities between window 
patterns on the existing  building and extension. 
A new chimney on the Smiddy provides natural 
ventilation from the Room with a View.

a. New external store for electric bikes, mobility 
scooters and electric charging points. Store to be 
of a similar external form and materials to the new 
extension.

b. Gravel carparking area.

c. Paved, level access area in front of the entrance 
to the centre. Stepped grass landscaping along edge 
to create a useable outside space. Old pillar drill placed 
at edge between gravel parking area and paving.

A combination of dark metal roofing and vertical timber cladding will give the building a 
simple, robust character that compliments that of the existing building. These materials 
are also very durable and are well suited to a west coast climate.

Overhead glazing gives 
excellent daylighting and 
creates wonderful patterns on 
wall and floor surfaces.

Simple, timber 
buildings elsewhere in 
the Highlands.

Between 23rd May and 11th 
June we asked for your  

feedback on two initial design 
options for work to the Land, 
Sea & Islands Centre (below).

 

Thank-you to everyone who 
found the time to comment! 

These have been really helpful 
and we’ve used them to develop 
a single design in more detail.

All of the comments that were received 
are pinned up next to this board. The 
main points we took from these were:

• Any extension should run parallel to 
the existing Smiddy (not perpendicular);

• An increase in exhibition space would 
be useful;

• Partial separation of shop and seating 
area might make the space more 
flexible; 

• Folk are generally NOT in  favour of 
having a cafe in the building, but would 
like a coffee machine or  similar simple 
means of providing refreshments;

• A mixture of open space and  
protected inside space would be good;

• There is a general preference for 
timber cladding on the extension.

PLEASE LEAVE YOUR COMMENTS ON THE UPDATED IDEAS 
BETWEEN NOW AND FRIDAY 11TH JULY!
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The updated design incorporates as 
many of the ideas and comments as 
possible to create a simple, flexible 
extension that can be used for a variety 
of functions. 

It also draws on the pattern of windows 
at the south end of the building, as 
well as the use of chimney stacks, to 
visually relate the new extension to the 
existing building in a stronger way.

The main part of the extension has a 
traditional form  and proportions that 
reflect the character of the existing 
Smiddy.

It is important that the refurbished 
Centre is clearly recognisable as a 
public building and not confused for 
a house. Because of this it is helpful 
to use external materials that clearly 
identify it as having a different purpose 
to the surrounding buildings.

LOOK AT THE PHOTOMONTAGES BELOW TO FIND OUT HOW THE OUTSIDE OF THE BUILDING WILL LOOK FROM
 THE DIFFERENT POINTS MARKED BY THE TRIANGULAR ARROWS ON THE SITE PLAN

LOOK BELOW TO FIND OUT HOW THE INSIDE OF THE BUILDING WILL LOOK FROM 
THE DIFFERENT POINTS MARKED BY THE DOTTED ARROWS ON THE FLOOR PLAN

d. Inset decking with non-slip surface to clearly  define 
the entrance to the building.

e. New path and steps leading directly towards the 
entrance to the centre

f. New stone walls built to create curved edge to 
external seatng/activity area. Walls to include built 
in seats, display boards and sea-life tanks. Outside 
space used for seating and outside activities. Break in 
stone wall to meet existing path from sea-shore.

g. Low roof over new entrance and exhibition area. 
Glazing to provide plenty of daylight and solar 
heating. Built-in photovoltaic cells help to reduce 
risk of overheating and generate electricity. Canopy 
formed over entrance to provide shelter and clearly 
mark entrance to the building.

h. Main part of new extension to be the same shape 
and proportions as the existing Smiddy. Extension to 
protrude slightly past south end of Smiddy to take 
advantage of views to Arisaig bay and beyond.
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Materials & precedents

Floor Plan

Site Plan

The overall internal floor 
area is approximately 
170sq.m, which adds 
around 88sq.m to the 

original building.

Original option 1 - perpendicular extension

Original option 2 - parallel extension

Desk


